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Japan has a fast-growing reputation as

a tourist destination, with recent years
seeing an almost annual increase in the
number of overseas tourist visitors.
Japan has a diverse range of tourism
resources, namely a spirit of warm “hospitality” to travelers, abundant nature,
history, traditional and modern culture,
world-class cuisine, and regional ways of
life. In this month’s issue we introduce
some of the various types of “hospitality”
that greet travelers, from Japanese-style
inns (ryokan) to mascot characters.
In the Guardian Travel Awards 2010,
announced in October 2010 by the
British daily newspaper the Guardian,
Tokyo was voted No. 1 in the favorite city
category, with Japan voted No. 2 in the
favorite long-haul country category. Tokyo
took No. 1 place for the first time with a
high satisfaction rating of 97.4%, beating
Berlin in second place with 96.9%, and
Sydney in third place with 95.4%.
Guardian Travel Editor Andy Pietrasik
said of Japan’s appeal, “People are endlessly fascinated by the country because
innovation—the neon lights, the hi-tech
gadgetry, the costume drama of the
streets—cohabits peacefully with centuries-old culture. You can indulge yourself
in the bright lights of the city, but then
can easily escape to the mountains or
the islands to seek out the more spiritual
side of the country. I think people are
also realizing that, in spite of its reputa-

MASATOSHI SAKAMOTO

A city of contrasts: From the colorful old
Senso-ji temple in Asakusa, said to have
been completed in 645, one can see the
rapidly rising structure of Tokyo Sky Tree,
which will be the tallest free-standing
tower in the world when it opens in 2012.

tion, it’s also a lot more affordable than
many think.”
Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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In October 2010, Tokyo International Airport, fa-

Also arousing interest inside the terminal is the

miliarly known as Haneda Airport, began operating

opening of Edo Market Place, a commercial facility

regularly scheduled international flights.

named after the former name of Tokyo and modeled

The main attraction of Haneda Airport is its ease

after a typical Edo-period street. In Edo Market Place,

of access, approximately thirty minutes from the

there are restaurants serving Japanese food such as

center of the capital. In addition, the flow line inside

tonkatsu (pork cutlets), sukiyaki and sushi, as well as

the building has been configured out of consider-

French and Chinese restaurants. There are also sou-

ation for travelers carrying large pieces of luggage,

venir shops, for example, where you can buy goods

with the walkway from the ticket gates of the Tokyo

commended in the Japan Tourism Agency’s Japanese

Monorail International Terminal Station to the de-

Souvenir Contest and T-shirts bearing designs featur-

parture lobby completely level and taking less than

ing kanji characters and the hiragana syllabary.

one minute to traverse.
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In Haneda Airport, the signage inside the building

Arrivals and
Departures

The new international terminal at
Haneda Aiport brings Tokyo within
easier reach of cities around the world.

is written in four languages: Japanese, English,
Korean and Chinese. Staff working at the Information
Counters also speak these four languages.
Meanwhile, in October 2010 it was decided to
expand the number of annual slots for Narita Airport
in Chiba Prefecture, Japan’s key international airport,
from the current 220,000 to 300,000 in 2014. This
stems from the government’s policy of utilizing both
Haneda and Narita Airports as an integrated metro-

Edo Market Place in Haneda Airport recreates the
flavor of an Edo-period (1603–1867) town.

politan area airport. Haneda, appealing for its ease of
access; Narita, proud of the wealth of cities it serves
and its high numbers of departures and arrivals.

Tokyo’s air travel looks set to become more and
more convenient.
Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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Ryokan Comforts
The Kagaya spa and ryokan inn in Ishikawa Prefecture is one of the most famous in all Japan,

T

renowned in particular for its outstanding hospitality. Yoko Matsui discovers the inn’s secrets.

The publication Best 100 Hotels and Ryokan

sized yukata robes for each. In making small

Selected by Hospitality Pros ranks hotels and

talk about the foods of the season or the local

ryokan based on votes cast by domestic

sights, she will casually discover the guests’

Japanese travel agencies, and there is one inn

preferences or their schedule for the next day

among those in the Wakura hot spring area in

so she can determine any way she might en-

Ishikawa Prefecture which has won the highest

hance their convenience. If they are celebrating

overall ranking for the past thirty consecutive

a special occasion, such as a wedding anniver-

years since 1981. That establishment is Kagaya,

sary or birthday, the attendant might bring a

a large, long-established ryokan with 232 suites

small gift or contact the kitchen to order a spe-

founded in 1906.

cial treat. In the case of foreign guests, she may

“Among hotels, the Ritz-Carlton is famous

increase portion sizes at meals or vary the con-

for its hospitality,” says Masao Torimoto, man-

diments to suit the customs of the guests’ home

aging director of Kagaya. “At hotels, though,

country. Kagaya’s method involves attentive-

the several employees serve guests in their own

ness and consideration rather than surprise.

special capacity as porter, concierge or maid.

“The attendant doesn’t need permission

At ryokan, by contrast, one female employee

from her superiors to provide special ser

known as a kyakushitsu-gakari, or suite atten-

vices,” says Torimoto. “She’s the one in direct

dant, is assigned to the guests occupying a suite

contact with guests, so she’s in the best posi-

and provides all the services they require dur-

tion to determine their needs. Everything is

ing the length of their stay. We go to great

left to her judgment.”

lengths in this regard.”

There is, of course, a manual. Over the
W h e n

course of a month after joining Kagaya, employ-

showing guests

ees are given extensive training on such things

to their room,

as how deeply to bow and how to prepare tea.

for

Suite attendants at Kagaya line
up to welcome their guests.



example,

“But all that only delivers a ‘C’ grade, even if

the suite atten-

performed to the letter. Precision is essential,

dant takes note

of course, but it’s the education of the heart

of each guest’s

that’s most important. Someone who’s unable

body size and

to empathize with another person can’t work as

prepares

a suite attendant. Hospitality begins from a sin-

ex-

actly the right
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cere heart.”

center near the ryokan in 1986 so employees
could work with peace of mind while caring for
BOTH PHOTOS COURTESY OF KAGAYA

their children.
“A suite attendant’s working hours extend
from the afternoon that guests check in through
the morning they check out the following day,”
says Torimoto. “This overlaps the time when
children are at home. If an attendant is worried
This luxury suite in Kagaya combines Japanese-style
sophistication including arts, crafts and a garden with
western-style comfort in the lounge and bedroom.

about her children, she can’t present a sincere
smile when interacting with guests.”
The “best hospitality in Japan” has been re-

About thirty years ago, Kagaya adopted a

alized through a philosophy whereby the whole

robotic food tray conveyance system so each

company supports the suite attendant, who is

suite attendant could devote more time to serv-

the face of Kagaya. Torimoto nevertheless says

ing guests. At Japanese ryokan, food is not

Kagaya must be ready to consider varying its

served in a dining room but in the suites where

present service style.

the guests sleep. Their attendant explains the

“Lifestyles popular among Japanese change,

menu, acts as waitress and takes guests’ orders

and it doesn’t follow that guests will always want

for drinks or additional food. After meals, she

the same traditional ryokan hospitality,” explains

removes the trays and lays out futon, or

Torimoto. “The means of conveying hospitality

Japanese-style bedding.

may change, even if people’s hearts don’t.”

“For the evening meal, Kagaya serves kai-

What, then, is the heart of Kagaya?

seki ryori, which is a set meal with many dishes

“A ryokan is like a home, you know. We’re

served on a tray. Serving dishes such as broiled

always thinking about how we can make guests

fish or deep-fried foods while they’re still hot

feel more comfortable when they visit our

meant that dishes had to be carried back and

home. The company creates an environment in

forth three to four times. This was an immense

which all employees can work easily, including

burden for attendants before the process was

the suite attendants. The employees, for their

automated. That made it possible to increase

part, perform their jobs to make a better and

the time attendants could spend serving

better company. I think our faithfulness to this

guests, and we believe it enhanced the quality

company spirit has been a factor in creating

of our hospitality.”

Kagaya’s strong reputation.”

In order to improve service even further,

As suite attendants discover new ways to

Kagaya has made increasing use of information

serve in the course of their day-to-day contact

technology in its accounting and other office

with guests, Kagaya’s hospitality will continue

processing with a view to increasing the effi-

to evolve.

ciency of operations hidden from the eyes of
guests. Kagaya also established a childcare

Yoko Matsui is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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The Word on the Street
dding in Sydney and
We’re on our way to a we
a few days because it’s
stopped off in Tokyo for
s wanted to go. We’re
somewhere we‘ve alway
has
aiba, where the service
staying at a hotel in Od
s
everyone everywhere ha
been excellent. In fact,
rds
here bend over backwa
been very nice; people
Harajuku yesterday and
to help you. We went to
who took us on a little
bumped into someone
us the Prada Building
tour of the area, showed
y
ss of wine! I think in an
and even bought us a gla
t
been a bit suspicious, bu
other country we’d have
not here.
from England
Nnaemeka and Christina

We’re here for the K-1 event at the
Tokyo Dome
this weekend. We’re from Holland,
and five of the
eight finalists are from Holland. So
we’re here for
the fighting, but also to check out
the city. We’re
staying at a hotel in Asakusa, which
is a more
traditional area than Ginza, which
reminds us a
bit of New York. The contrasts make
it a
fascinating city, and the weather has
been a
pleasant surprise. It’s –5°C in Hollan
d at the
moment, but here it’s 15°C and sun
ny. And so far,
everyone we’ve met has been very
kind and
helpful.
K-1 lovers from Holland
10
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We’re from Bordea
ux in France and
are in Tokyo to
promote our wine.
We’ve been very su
ccessful,
and now we’re en
joying the city. It’
s
a
nice place
to walk around. Th
e people everywhe
re
are so
polite. I think I’ve
heard “arigato go
za
im
asu” a
thousand times si
nce we arrived, bu
t
th
at
’s fine.
We’re actually on
a tour of Asia and
ha
ve
vi
sited
China, Hong Kon
g and Korea. The
st
an
da
rd
of
service in Japan is
definitely very high
.
Tr
av
el
in
g
around is easy he
re too. All the sign
s
ar
e
w
rit
te
in English now.
n
Jean-Michelle, Gav
in and Sylvie from
France

The Ginza-Marunouchi-Imperial Palace loop is one of Tokyo’s most popular excursions,
revealing over a manageable distance many of the stark contrasts which make the capital city
such an attractive tourist destination: the old and the new, the rough and the smooth…. The
Japan Journal’s Alex Hendy and photographer Alfie Goodrich walked the circuit, and talked
with some passing tourists along the way.

I’m a classical singer and came to Tokyo to
perform at a carol concert. I’m now traveling and
have visited Kyoto, Kamakura and Yokohama, as
well as Tokyo. I’m enjoying it very much. Tokyo
feels very safe. Japan is very clean and the people
are very friendly. I get lost all the time and people
help me. I use a phrase book and point, and most
people seem to know a little English.
Lisa from Austria

We’re here on holiday from Los Angeles. Tokyo is
a good deal right now; it’s close to LA and you
can get a direct flight. Japan is different; so
unique. We went to Yoyogi Park yesterday and it
was beautiful, and then went for sushi, which
was really amazing. We’ve found that everywhere
people are very polite, gracious, attentive and
accommodating, especially given that we don’t
speak Japanese. We have our map out and
people stop and try and help. You wouldn’t have
that in LA. People would be like, get out of the
way!
Sisters from Los Angeles

a, a workers’
We’re staying at a ryokan in Minow
simple, but
neighborhood near Ueno. It’s very
t of town.
it’s very beautiful, and it’s a nice par
h the futon
The room is like a little box, and wit
for anything
on the floor there’s not much room
y friendly.
else, but it’s perfect. The owner is ver
little one to let
On the first day she picked up the
familiar,
us have our breakfast. So it’s a very
ing at little
homey environment. We’ve been eat
orhood. The
red lantern restaurants in the neighb
e an hour!
workers come in and they eat a mil
outside but
The places can look shabby on the
e too. For 10
the food is amazing and great valu
euros you can eat easily.
Australia
Eduardo from Spain and Dione from
Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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TIPS FOR THE TRAVELER
Transport
Most parts of Japan are well served by the nation’s world
famous rail network. Getting around is quick and easy.
Major stations now carry signage in at least one foreign
language, while announcements on many trains are made
For foreign visitors who mean to travel any distance
beyond Tokyo, the Japan Rail Pass is highly recommended. The pass, which must be purchased from a travel
agency outside Japan, allows unlimited travel on all JR
lines. The current cost for an adult pass is 28,300 yen for
seven days and 45,100 yen for a fortnight. For details, go
to www.japanrailpass.net/.
For details of some of the other travel passes available to the foreign traveler in tokyo, go to www.jnto.go.jp/
eng/arrange/attractions/practical/tonai_ticket.html

TADASHI AIZAWA

both in Japanese and English.

Sawanoya ryokan in Tokyo charges around 5,000
yen a person per night, and like many such inns of
its scale, is proving increasingly popular with
foreign guests.

travelers on low budgets, the JNTO recommends the
Welcome Inn, Japanese Inn Group and Youth Hostels.
Caution: Visitors to Japan should be aware of the peak times of
the year for booking travel and accommodation, which are: the
New Year holiday, December 27 to January 4 and adjacent weekends; the Golden Week holiday season of April 29 to May 5 and
adjacent weekends; and the Bon festival season in mid August.

ALFIE GOODRICH

Entertainment and Dining Out
Local authorities
across Japan have
made an effort to
increase the amount
of foreign-language
signage. Navigating
the capital city in
particular is now
straightforward.

quality of being entirely safe. Resist the temptation to hop
from sightseeing spot to spot, and instead savour the atmosphere of a meandering walk off the beaten track.

Accommodation
Some of the world’s most luxurious hotels are to be found
in Tokyo, offering service levels perhaps unrivaled any-

Mosey into a park or the grounds of a shrine. There may
be no better city than Tokyo in which to get lost!
In popular sightseeing districts many restaurants now

where. However, you do not need to be wealthy to enjoy
high-quality accommodation in the capital or anywhere
else in Japan.

offer menus in English, but you have nothing to fear from
those which do not. Equally, do not be put off by the low
prices visible on many menus. It is extremely rare to be
served a bad meal at a restaurant in Japan.
A steaming bowl of toothsome buckwheat soba noo-

The ubiquitous business hotels, for example, which
cater predominantly to the demands of Japan’s traveling
businessmen and women, provide clean, comfortable,
convenient accommodation at a range of competitive
rates. Traditional Japanese-style ryokan and minshuku
inns can also be found at prices to suit all budgets. For

12

Once you have arrived at your chosen destination in
Japan, the best way to get a feel for the area is on foot,
which has the additional benefit of being free. Walking the
streets of Tokyo and anywhere else in Japan also has the

Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011

dles can be had for as little as 300 yen, ramen noodles or
“curry rice” for 600 yen, and bento boxed lunches for
much the same reasonable price. At lunchtime, go where
the local workers go; in the evening, likewise!

COVER STORY

Checking Into Japan
The market for “medical tourism” is growing rapidly in Japan. Miho Kawasaki reports.

A

According to a study by the National Center

mestic Japanese medical institutions to offer

for Policy Analysis in the United States, the

travel packages which featured a two-day,

world market for medical tourism was valued

overnight health screening using positron

at about 60 billion dollars in 2006, and that

emission tomography (PET) combined with a

number is expected to grow to about 100 bil-

tour of Japan lasting four to five days. A spokes-

lion dollars by 2012. The New Growth Strategy

person at NTA’s public relations department

decided on by the Japanese Government in

notes that “with our packages so popular and

June of 2010 has also set targets under which

the number of participants rising even after

Japan, by 2020, will attempt to gain a top-level

autumn, we expect to surpass our target for

reputation and position in Asia in the field of

the year of 200 participants.”

medical tourism.

Meanwhile, local governments are proceed-

According to Yoji Kitamura, director of the

ing with efforts of their own. The mortality rate

Medical Tourism Promotion Office at the Japan

in Japan from diabetes is highest in Tokushima

Tourism Agency (JTA), “Japan’s medical tech-

Prefecture, where the prefectural government,

nologies rank at the world’s highest levels, and

universities and business firms aim to create a

medical care is affordable in Japan when com-

world-class clinical center for diabetes research

pared with the West. We’re conducting studies

and treatment development as Tokushima

to determine, for instance, how well we can

University plays a main role. Medical tours of-

meet the needs of international patients by of-

fering access to full-service health screening fa-

fering access to medical therapies available

cilities are already being promoted, and in May

readily in Japan but only rarely in other coun-

of 2010, the first group of medical tourists was

tries, including particle radiotherapies, or the

welcomed from Shanghai, China.

thorough, overnight medical examinations
known as ‘ningen dock.’”

The JTA’s Kitamura notes that “plenty of
local governments are working to develop their

Promotion efforts are already underway

medical tourism options, beginning with health

overseas, led by the JTA. Japanese doctors are

examination services for patients from China. It

being sent to other countries, where they will

would be ideal if people from as many countries

explain medical therapies available in Japan.

as possible visited Japan for medical services

Health screening tours are already gaining in

while enjoying a tour of the country at the same

popularity. In April of 2009, for example,

time, and we aim to encourage it.”

Nippon Travel Agency Co. began forging ties
between local travel agencies in China and do-

Miho Kawasaki is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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Attracting MICE with Japanese Treats
Japan has redoubled its efforts to attract more international meetings and trade fairs to its advanced

I

conference facilities. Miho Kawasaki reports.

In 2009, the Japanese Government assem-

bled a “MICE Promotion Acton Plan.” MICE is
COURTESY OF JAPAN SPA ASSOCIATION

an acronym for “meetings” (such as corporate
conferences), “incentive” travel (including that
for employee rewards or training), “conventions” (including those of international organizations or academic associations) and “events/
exhibitions” (such as cultural and sports events
or trade shows).

Delegates at the 2009 FEMTEC conference in Yokohama
enjoy a Japanese-style reception.

MICE promotion does more than just enable
people of various countries to meet and deepen

MICE events are held in Japan each year.

friendly ties with colleagues from other nations

According to data from the Union of

in the same industry or fields of expertise.

International Associations (UIA), Japan ranked

Benefits for the sponsoring locale include

twelfth in the number of such international con-

boosting economic activity by increasing de-

ferences held worldwide in 2003 and ranked

mand for the services of hotels and local food

fifth worldwide in 2009 (with 538), second in

service businesses, for example. In addition,

Asia only to Singapore.

such events raise international awareness
among local residents.

Yuichi Takehara, director for International
Tourism Relations at the Japan Tourism Agency

Major international conferences held in

(JTA), observes that “Japan’s strengths include

Japan since 1979 include five summit confer-

its internationally unrivalled safety, its exten-

ences of industrialized nations, as well as the

sive transportation network, and the sophisti-

third Conference of the Parties to the

cated level of facilities available for conferences.

International Convention on Climate Change

In addition to the amenities offered at the actual

(COP 3), which adopted the Kyoto Protocol.

venue where conferences are held, we’re trying

Most recently, COP 10 was held in the city of

to highlight the historical background and cul-

Nagoya, Aichi Prefecture, and the Asia-Pacific

ture of the locale. Visitors from overseas seem

Economic Cooperation (APEC) conferences

very pleased with the diversity of cuisine avail-

were held in Yokohama last November.

able near the venue as well as the polite service

In addition to such international meetings,
which draw a lot of media attention, many other
14
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they receive at local businesses.”
In March of 2010, the JTA conducted a

study focusing on people involved in the MICE

sentation in Hakone, attendees wore yukata

field in various countries and found that 76.5%

robes, which are often worn at Japanese hot

gave Japan a MICE rating of “high” or “fairly

spring resorts. They were also able to try

high.” With regard to Japan’s attractiveness as

Kusatsu’s famous yumomi style of bathing.

a venue, 64.7% rated Japan’s cultural sites as

The temperature of the hot spring water at the

“rich” and 58.8% rated the quality of services

Kusatsu spa often exceeds 50°C. Yumomi is

available as “high.”

the way to cool down the temperature of hot
spring water without adding cool water, by

Hot Spring Hospitality

stirring with long wooden paddles. I think it

One example of the unique kinds of international conferences held in Japan was the meeting
of

the

International

must have been a good chance for participants
to learn about Japanese hot springs.”

Thermalism/Scientific

Congress of the World Federation of Hydro
therapy and Climatotherapy (FEMTEC) held

Mixing with the Locals
Meanwhile,

the

Japanese

Urological

over five days in November of 2009 in Kanagawa

Association (JUA) succeeded in its bid to host

Prefecture, and hosted by the Japan Spa

the thirty-second congress of the International

Association (JSA). Attending the conference

Society of Urology (ISU) in September of 2011

were about 300 participants from twelve coun-

in the city of Fukuoka.

tries in Europe, Asia and elsewhere. They in-

One JUA member working on JUA’s effort

cluded hot spring business operators, balneo-

to attract the conference recalls that “when

logical and geological researchers and other hot

prominent members of the ISU with a lot of in-

spring experts. Following various speeches and

fluence in the venue decision visited Fukuoka,

scholarly presentations in Yokohama on hot

they were apparently quite taken by the lively

spring conditions in various countries, the con-

atmosphere of the local Nakasukawabata shop-

ference shifted to a venue in Hakone, a hot spring

ping district and suggested it might be a good

region within the prefecture, where a ceremony

place for an evening event, or a party with about

was held. After the completion of the conference

2,500 guests. I had thought of showing them

agenda, an optional inspection tour of Kusatsu

newer places of interest such as Fukuoka Dome,

Hot Spring in Gunma Prefecture was organized.

but I realized that people from overseas are in-

Toru

terested in things Japanese, which they can’t

Terada says he believed that JSA members

see in their own country. They’re looking for

and local people were able to provide truly

places where they can mix with the local people.

genuine hospitality.

Our desire to convey the attractions of our lo-

JSA

Senior

Managing

Director

“Partly because the city of Yokohama is ac-

cale therefore fit perfectly with the sponsor’s

customed to hosting international conferenc-

wish to interact with locals, and that became

es,” explains Terada, “local people lent partici-

the deciding factor in our successful bid.”

pants considerable help in various ways,
including giving them directions. At the pre-

Miho Kawasaki is a freelance writer.
Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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Mascots gather on stage at the
Yuru-kyara Summit in Saitama
Prefecture, November 28, 2010.

Y

Yuru-kyara mascot characters, created by local

On November 28, the Yuru-kyara Summit was

governments and regional business groups as PR

held in Saitama Prefecture to promote local tourism-

tools to boost development and promote specialties,

related activities. Some eighty-five yuru-kyara gath-

enjoy nationwide popularity. Unlike the characters

ered at the event, which was attended by approxi-

designed by professionals, such as the mascots of

mately 50,000 people.

major corporations, their distinctive feature is their

The event materialized from the fact that Saitama

appearance of having been handmade by local

Prefecture possesses relatively few tourism resources

people. They are, in a sense, ordinary people’s own

such as coastlines or mountains and so has come to

versions of the venerable Mickey Mouse. “Yuru-

concentrate on the manufacture of local characters as

kyara” is an abbreviation of “yurui” and “masukotto

a trump card to alert tourists to the attractive features

kyarakutaa” (mascot). “Yurui” here is used in the

it does boast. Each participating character performed

sense of making people feel good, provoking a smile;

a dance or other display on the stage, using actions

cute, but with an unsophisticated design.

and hand gestures to urge people to visit their town.
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Hikonyan (Hikone, Shiga Prefecture)
Hikonyan, the official mascot for the city of Hikone, was created in
2007 to celebrate the 400th anniversary of Hikone Castle. The
character is a sword-wielding white cat sporting a samurai helmet
topped with two yellow horns. The success of Hikonyan-based
merchandise, which ranges from stuffed toys to socks and sweets,
helped start the yuru-kyara boom.

Minakami Onsen
Oide-chan
(Minakami, Gunma Prefecture)
Oide-chan was created as the young proprietress of a hot spring inn who has married into the family which runs it. The
character’s main role is to greet visitors to
town events. The woman accompanying
Oide-chan is the actual proprietress.

Kobaton
The official mascot of the Yuru-kyara
Summit’s host prefecture, Saitama.
The character is inspired by a bird that
inhabits the prefecture, the shirakobato, or collared turtle dove.

Geomaru
Geomaru is the official mascot for Itoigawa Geopark,
location of the major geological fault which divides
Japan into east and west.

Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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Visiting Japan:
Director’s Cut
Kundo Koyama is the creator of many popular TV and radio shows. One of his works, Iron Chef,
has been aired in many different countries. He also writes essays and novels and is known as the
screenwriter of Departures, winner of the 81st Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. In
addition, he provides consulting services for hotels, restaurants, local governments, and many other
organizations across the country. Appointed as tourism advisor for the Japan Tourism Agency in
2010, Koyama offers some personal tips about traveling in Japan.

O

One of the joys of traveling in Japan is hav-

inexpensive. One day, I happened to find a small

ing a meal. Whether it is costly or not, it will

fried food shop at a shopping mall in the Sumida

leave you satisfied. For example, Kitcho in

ward of Tokyo. The shop has a popular touch in

Arashiyama, Kyoto is very expensive, but it of-

that it serves the food wrapped in a piece of

fers the essence of Japanese culture, including

paper as soon as it is fried. I bought a croquette
for only 90 yen. It was delicious.
Japanese Shinto shrines have a
unique atmosphere that cannot be
found in any other country. We feel as
if we are purified when walking on the
forest approaches of Ise-jingu shrine in
Mie Prefecture or Izumo-taisha shrine
in Shimane Prefecture. I believe that
anyone would feel the same, no matter
where they come from.
In Japan, there are many scenic

AFLO

views where ordinary people lead ordiThe Catholic church in the picturesque fishing town of Sakitsu in
Kumamoto Prefecture.

nary lives. Let me take for example my
own

hometown

of

Amakusa

in

Kumamoto Prefecture, Kyushu. There
the dining spaces and the hospitality. Dining

is a tiny port town, Sakitsu, that is home to an

there is just like enjoying works of art.

old church. Here, Minatoya Ryokan Bekkan is

On the other hand, you will from time to

a small inn mainly serving anglers. The French

time encounter very tasty items that are quite

ambassador to Japan once stayed there over-
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your accommodation, how about
going to a public bathhouse instead
of just taking a shower in the hotel?
Then, you will come across a real
facet of the city, quite unlike its face
as a tourist site. After taking a bath,
drop into a nearby small restaurant
or  izakaya pub. There are always
good-natured regular customers to
enjoy an evening with. You will have
a great time as you and they communicate using body language. To go
Rows of individual sleeping compartments in the stylish new nine
hours capsule hotel in Kyoto

for a second drink, ask them to take
you to a spot they recommend. It will

night and was fulsome in his praise of the view

surely be a nice place known only to the locals.

from the inn. Actually, I also went and stayed

I hope that you will have an adventure like this

there. A combination of a small fishery village

in Japan.

in a morning mist with the silhouette of the cathedral was absolutely stunning.
I imagine that many hesitate to visit Japan
on the grounds that Japanese people do not
speak English. It may be true that English may
not be fully understood in Japan, but wherever
you are in the country, many locals try hard to
serve foreign visitors despite the language barrier. So you are unlikely to face major difficulties. That said, I suspect that you will have a
wonderful adventure in our country, as I believe
that you could not feel safer or have a more
mysterious time anywhere else in the world.
You will enjoy unforgettable discoveries and
encounters with ordinary people as well.
If you visit Kyoto for example, it is of course
good to stay at a ryokan (Japanese-style inn),
TADASHI AIZAWA

but it can also be fun to stay at a capsule hotel.
Kyoto has a number of capsule hotels providing
cool, budget accommodation, such as nine
hours in the Teramachi district. After reaching

Author, screenwriter and radio personality Kundo Koyama
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Japan. Endless Discovery.
Japan has been allocating resources to attracting foreign
tourism in recent years. The Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji
spoke with Commissioner of the Japan Tourism Agency
Hiroshi Mizohata about the Government’s initiatives in
this regard, as well as what Japan has to offer to prospective
foreign tourists.

TADASHI AIZAWA

Hiroshi Mizohata, commissioner
of the Japan Tourism Agency

ticular emphasis on getting information out
about eco-tourism, anime and fashion. We have
also designated China as one of the key coun

What actions is the Japanese
Government taking to make Japan a
tourist destination?

tries for attracting tourism to Japan, and to this
end, we are implementing deregulation mea
sures for China, chief among these being sig
nificantly easing restrictions on the issuing of

Hiroshi Mizohata: In June 2010, the Japanese

individual tourist visas to Chinese travelers.

Government enacted its “New Strategy for

Local governments are taking initiatives aimed

Growth.” As part of this initiative, the Govern

at removing language barriers, including add

ment set annual targets of 25 million foreign

ing more signage in English, Chinese, and

visitors to Japan by 2020, and 30 million foreign

Korean on the one hand, and training foreign

visitors annually at some future time thereaf

language

ter. Over the past several years, the highest

Improvements are also being made in this re

annual total we have had was in 2008, when

gard in the private sector, such as more foreign

8.35 million foreign tourists visited Japan. The

language broadcasts being made available for

number of foreign tourists to Japan fell to 6.79

viewing on TV sets in hotel rooms. Opening up

million in 2009. We anticipate tourism figures

Haneda Airport to international flights, expand

for 2010 to exceed the figures for 2008, howev

ing Narita Airport’s slot allocations, and the

er. The Japanese Government is making infor

emergence of low cost carriers (LCCs) will fa

mation available primarily through the website

cilitate cheaper, more convenient travel to

of the Japan National Tourism Organization

Japan in times to come.

interpreters

on

the

other.

(JNTO), which is posted in eleven languages,
as well as through tourism expositions con
ducted abroad. The Government has put par
20
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What sorts of tourist attractions
would you want visitors to Japan to

enjoy more of?

worldwide, and especially in Europe. The is
landers also take steps to make tourists wel

Sports tourism comes to mind. There are plenty

come while they enjoy themselves, by working

of sports to be enjoyed in Japan year-round. For

as volunteer tour guides and decorating their

instance, we have sumo wrestling and other do

homes with dolls and flowers, among other

mestic professional sports matches, as well as

things. And the city of Takayama, in Gifu

all manner of international sports events, which

Prefecture, is popular with foreign tourists for

take place all across Japan. And people can go

its preservation of historic streets and houses.

hiking and mountain climbing on our many

Its website posts tourist information in eleven

mountains in the summer months. We have ex

languages, the most of any site in Japan.

tensive ski resorts here as well: in 2011, it will
have been 100 years since skiing was first intro
duced to Japan. Many foreign tourists go to
Niseko, in Hokkaido, whether for skiing or
other sports on the one hand, or for eco-tour

The catchphrase for foreign tourism
in Japan is “Japan. Endless
Discovery.” What sentiments
underlie this slogan?

ism on the other.
Bicycle races have also been inaugurated in

“Japan. Endless Discovery.” means “Japan is a

some cities and towns in Japan in recent years,

place where one may encounter emotional ex

Junior Chamber International Fukuoka, for ex

periences without end.” Surveys taken of for

ample, sponsored the inaugural race of an event

eign tourists upon their departure from Japan

called the Tour de Fukuoka, a bicycle race

show that upwards of 90% of respondents report

wherein everyone from world-class cyclists to

that they were satisfied with their travels in

the average person on the street can participate,

Japan. And we believe that visitors will have the

in Fukuoka Prefecture in late November of

opportunity to encounter Japan on each such

2010. The Junior Chamber invited some 300

visit that is unlike their experiences on any

participants from South Korea, and the organi

other visit, no matter how many times they

zation has signified that it intends to further de

come to Japan.

velop the race into an event that fosters interna
tional exchange between Fukuoka and the rest
of Asia.

What other locales are making
similar efforts to attract foreign
tourists?
Naoshima, part of Kagawa Prefecture, is a tiny
island of about 3,400 people in the Seto Inland
Sea. It has become a renowned modern art site

Still from the JNTO commercial “Japan. Endless Discovery.”
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Road to the Bogor Goals
The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum was launched in
November of 1989, a time when countries around the world were
beginning to form trading blocs as the Uruguay Round stalled. Five years
later, APEC members proclaimed the “Bogor Goals” in 1994, and after
assessing progress on these targets in November of 2010 at the APEC
conference held in Yokohama, they worked out the “Yokohama Vision,”
which set forth a new orientation to follow the Bogor Goals. To
TADASHI AIZAWA

understand both the course APEC has followed thus far and the
accomplishments of APEC Yokohama, we spoke with Waseda University
Professor Urata Shujiro

Graduate School Professor Urata Shujiro, an expert in international
economics including free trade and economic partnership agreements.

APEC Yokohama reviewed progress
made toward the Bogor Goals over
the past twenty years. Could you
provide some background on how
these goals were established?

Declaration, under which the industrialized

Urata Yujiro: APEC was created against a

Things didn’t necessarily go all that
smoothly for APEC after that high
point it seems, so could you tell us
what events had an impact on APEC?

backdrop of worldwide moves toward formation
of economic blocs and concern over rising protectionism. As Asian economies continued to

member economies would strive for free and
open markets by 2010 and developing member
economies would strive to do so by 2020. This
Declaration marked the high point for APEC.

develop rapidly, moreover, many perceived that
it would be in the shared interest of both Asia

Increasing cohesion in Asia and changes in

and the United States if the access of each side

APEC’s focus come to mind.

to the other’s markets were preserved and ex-

First of all, during the 1997 Asian financial

panded. These two points became major factors

crisis, the rescue measures of the West and

in the establishment of APEC.

multilateral institutions were implicitly critical

At the time the Bogor Goals were adopted,

of the economic structure in Asia, and APEC

Asian countries were optimistic about future

for its part failed to work out rescue measures

growth, and this provided an ideal opportunity

even though members had enjoyed a sense of

to create an environment in which trade and

solidarity until just before the crisis. One im-

investment in the Asia-Pacific region would be

portant initiative that contributed to ending the

free and open. This then led to the Bogor

crisis was the New Miyazawa Initiative by the
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Japanese government, which provided for a 30

high level tariff liberalization with a view to

billion-dollar financial aid package. During this

achieving trade liberalization early on. These

process, it was not so much through APEC that

discussions led to the formation of the P4 (re-

Asia banded together but principally through

named TPP). The United States expressed in-

the ASEAN + 3 framework, or the Association

terest in 2008, and then in 2009 President

of Southeast Asian Nations on the one hand

Obama affirmed that the United States wished

with Japan, China and Korea on the other. This

to be involved in Asia through the TPP. This

developed rapidly in the direction of a frame-

interest led to the possible expansion of the

work for economic cooperation in East Asia.

TPP in 2010. This was just around the time that

Owing to the impact of the September 11 ter-

Lehman Brothers collapsed, demonstrating

rorist attacks, meanwhile, Americans turned

clearly that the world’s growth sector would be

their attention to matters other than econom-

Asia. For the United States, stronger ties with

ics, such as measures to combat terror, and this

Asia will clearly be indispensable for future eco-

in turn influenced the debate at APEC regard-

nomic growth.

ing economic cooperation and the liberalization
and facilitation of trade and investment. Due to
these events, the sense of solidarity reached at

And we’ve had APEC Yokohama and
the Yokohama Vision.

the time of the Bogor Declaration dissipated,
and the first half of the present decade became

An FTAAP aimed at free and open trade and

a low point for APEC. During this time, howev-

investment is practically nothing other than

er, linkages among Asian nations strengthened

the Bogor Goals. It would mean their comple-

rapidly, and the United States became worried

tion. The developing member economies will

that it might be shut out from growth markets.

reach their Bogor Goals by 2020, and in that

Thus in a bid to build ties with the Asian region,

sense it would come as no surprise to see a

the United States once again stepped up its in-

scenario which ultimately led to the comple-

volvement in Asia—and in APEC, since using

tion of the FTAAP.

the APEC framework as a means to do so would
be the most natural course.

Unlike APEC, achieving a binding FTAAP
would involve the TPP, ASEAN + 3, or ASEAN
+ 6, but neither of these latter two has become

So the United States’ renewed
interest in APEC led to moves toward
a Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and
a Free Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific
(FTAAP)?
That’s right. In the late 1990s, several APEC

a reality, so the strongest candidate remains
the existing TPP framework.

What sort of impact or contribution
would the FTAAP contemplated
under the Yokohama Vision have for
the world?

economies including Singapore, New Zealand
and Chile began discussing a framework for

The world would receive a very strong message
Highlighting Japan JANUARY 2011
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if Asia-Pacific nations resolved and agreed to

ress. And if the FTAAP were linked with the

create a free and open business environment in

European Union, nearly all world trade would be

the Asia-Pacific, which would be the world’s

liberalized, with the exception of Africa and parts

largest such trade area. All countries recognize

of Latin America. Whichever scenario comes to

the importance of the World Trade Organization

pass, the FTAAP will help lead to freer world

(WTO), which aims to promote free trade, but

trade and investment.

the negotiations are making little headway, and
not much progress has been made in the talks. If
the FTAAP becomes a reality, other regions will
realize that they might be left behind unless they

Japan is to consider taking part in
TPP negotiations. What significance
would that have?

liberalize as well. This would mean much greater
chances that talks at the WTO would make prog-

If Japan took part, it would no doubt be a plus

Cool Japan Schedule, 2011 (selected events)
150th anniversary of
Japan-Germany relations
50th anniversary of
Japan-Kuwait relations
20th anniversary of the establishment
of new diplomatic relations between
Japan and Estonia/Latvia/Lithuania

January 27
Japan Night in Davos
Venue: Central Sporthotel, Davos, Switzerland
The World Economic Forum holds its Annual
Meeting in Davos, January 26–30, inviting
world business and political leaders, intellectuals and journalists to discuss a range of global
social and economic issues. On January 27,
JETRO (Japan External Trade Organization) will
hold a Japan Night at the venue, on the initiative of the Japanese Government, providing
participants the opportunity to find out more
about Japan, its traditional foods, culinary culture and other tourist attractions.
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February 2–13
Japan Media Arts Festival
Venue: The National Art Center, Tokyo, Japan
The Agency for Cultural Affairs annually organizes the
Japan Media Arts Festival to commend outstanding
media art works in the genres of entertainment, animation and manga. The 14th Japan Media Arts Festival will
exhibit 171 works selected from 2,645 entries from 49
countries.

April
Al Janadriyah National Festival for Heritage
and Culture
Venue: Janadriyah, near Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
The annual Janadriyah National Festival for Heritage
and Culture is held in the Janadriyah region of Saudi
Arabia to celebrate traditional Saudi culture. It attracts
more than one million people every year. Since 2008,
one country has been invited as a guest country, and in
2011 the invited guest is Japan. Japan intends to
showcase both its cutting-edge technologies in fields
such as water, environment and energy, and its cultural
strengths in both traditional and contemporary fields.

not only for Japan but also for Asia, the Asia-

sort of experience in coping with similar changes

Pacific and the world. TPP participation would

in the context of trade friction with the United

mean market liberalization. For Japan, it would

States during the 1980s. Products such as do-

break the paralysis rooted in such factors as

mestic oranges and beef were dealt a blow, but

the low birthrate and the aging of the popula-

dint of effort made Japanese wagyu beef popular

tion. It would be a big shot in the arm.

abroad, while items such as high-quality mikan

On the other hand, the opening of markets

orange juice were born as new products capable

would mean problems for agriculture since

of competing with orange juice. Japanese rice,

greater imports of agricultural and marine

moreover, has good potential as an export item

products would possibly dent Japan’s agricul-

since it is popular abroad for its safety and good

tural production, lowering farmer incomes.

taste. I think we could expect Japanese partici-

Nonetheless, Japan went through the same

March 18–25
12th Japan Fashion Week in Tokyo
Venue: Tokyo Midtown, Japan

pation in the TPP to have a big impact.

Tokyo Fashion Week is an annual festival of fashion featuring
the work of young designers from all over the world. The highlight is Tokyo Collection Week, which showcases the 2011–12
Autumn/Winter Collection.

August 6–November 6

12th Japan Expo

Yokohama Triennale 2011

Venue: Parc des
Expositions de ParisNord Villepinte, France

Venue: Yokohama Museum of Art, NYK
Waterfront Warehouse, Kanagawa, Japan

REUTERS/AFLO

June 30–July 3

Japan Expo is an eagerly
anticipated event in France held annually since 2000. The
Expo showcases both traditional and contemporary aspects of
Japanese culture, including the martial arts, literature,
manga, animation, music, movies and fashion. In 2010, Japan
Expo attracted about 173,000 visitors over its four-day run.

The fourth Yokohama Triennale is an international contemporary art exhibition
at which some of the world’s leading contemporary artists are invited to show and
produce art works and hold workshops.
The third Yokohama Triennale, held in
2008, attracted some 550,000 visitors.

September-November
Japan International Contents Festival (CoFesta)
Japan International Contents Festival is the umbrella term for a wide
range of events which take place in Tokyo and other cities in Japan
mainly from September to November. Through CoFesta, visitors can
experience the full force of “Cool Japan” trends in “contents” genres
including film, animation, broadcast media, games, music and manga.

WATARU MUKAI

Venue: Tokyo and Other Cities, Japan
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TOPICS

Pioneers in
Organic
Synthesis

T

Compatriots Ei-ichi Negishi (left) and Akira Suzuki of
Japan display their medals for the 2010 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry at the Concert Hall in Stockholm, December
10, 2010.

The Prize was awarded for palladium-catalyzed cross
couplings in organic synthesis.
Cross-coupling is a chemical reaction that uses a
catalyst to bind together two distinct organic compounds (compounds that include carbon), creating
a different organic compound. In the past, organic
compounds such as plastic or synthetic fiber have

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2010 was awarded

been artificially produced using chemical reactions.

to Distinguished Professor Ei-ichi Negishi of Purdue

However, binding does not occur simply by mixing

University (USA), Hokkaido University Distinguished

organic compounds. The reason for this is that the

Professor Emeritus Akira Suzuki, and University of

carbon atoms that make up organic compounds

Delaware (USA) Professor Emeritus Richard Heck.

possess properties that do not easily fuse with other
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carbon atoms.
As chemists all around the world researched
methods of binding together different organic compounds more easily and efficiently, in 1972, Professor
Heck succeeded with a synthesis method using a
metal called palladium as a catalyst. In 1977,
palladium to synthesize organic compounds more
efficiently, and in 1979, Professor Suzuki developed
the synthesis method of adding boric acid to palladium, which is safer and easier to handle than organic
zinc. The development of this synthesis method en-

REUTERS/AFLO

Professor Negishi used organic zinc in addition to

Akira Suzuki (left) receives the joint 2010 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry from Swedish King Carl XVI Gustaf at the
Concert Hall in Stockholm, December 10, 2010.

abled high-function organic compounds to be produced by binding together for the intended purpose

or TV screens, antibacterial agents, pesticides, and

organic compounds with complex structures. Today,

drugs to lower blood pressure used by 22 million

cross-coupling is being used in the manufacture of

people throughout the world.

products in a variety of fields. Examples include the

The Award Ceremony was held on December 10,

material for liquid crystal used for personal computer

2010 in Stockholm, Sweden. At the banquet following the Award Ceremony, Professor Negishi delivered
a speech on behalf of the three recipients of the
chemistry prize. In his speech, Professor Negishi said,
“Receiving a Nobel Prize is the ultimate recognition
for a lifetime spent questioning, exploring, experimenting; passing through the valleys of anguish to climb
the mountains of success.” He also said, “Our work in
palladium-catalyzed cross-couplings in organic synthesis has been ongoing for many years and it will
continue. But the full impact of it is not yet realized.
Others will use what we have learned, build on what
we have discovered and use this to help people and
technology in ways that we can only imagine today.”
This year’s awards bring the total number of

ALL OVER PRESS SWEDEN/AFLO

Japanese Nobel laureates, including one recipient
based in the United States, to eighteen.

Ei-ichi Negishi escorts Sweden’s Crown Princess Victoria to
the Nobel banquet at the Stockholm City Hall, December
10, 2010.
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SCIENCE

Superalloy Takes the Heat Off
A heat-resistant nickel-based alloy developed in Japan is being used in the manufacture of Boeing's
new fuel-efficient commercial jet, the 787. Takashi Sasaki spoke with the superalloy's lead developer,

I

Dr. Hiroshi Harada.

“It is said that an increase of 40ºC in the tem-

Science. The aforementioned turbine blades

perature that the turbine blades can withstand

are components, similar to runners, which

translates into a 1% improvement in fuel efficien-

serve as the heart of the jet engines. The fan jet

cy for commercial passenger jets. While some

engines that are used with passenger and other

people may think that a mere 1% improvement is

commercial jets employ the turbine blades to

no big deal, such an improvement allows airlines

transform the energy of combustion gases at

to cut their fuel expenditures by one million U.S.

high temperature and pressure into a rotatory

dollars per plane annually. Improved fuel effi-

force, and to turn the huge fans that are mount-

ciency in commercial jets also contributes to re-

ed in the forepart of the engines, achieving

duced carbon dioxide emissions, which is crucial

thrust of approximately 90% in the process. For

in environmental terms.”

the past thirty-five years, Dr. Harada has been

So says Dr. Hiroshi Harada, managing direc-

engaged in research into nickel-based superal-

tor of the High Temperature Materials Center

loys that are used in the manufacture of these

at the Japan National Institute for Material

selfsame turbine blades.
Commercial jets are most in
need of massive amounts of thrust
at take-off, when the combustion
gases can reach temperatures in
excess of 1,600ºC. At the same
time,

currently

commercially

available turbine blades can withstand maximum temperatures of
1,050ºC. The temperature of the
engine components is accordingly maintained below this maxiTAKASHI SASAKI

mum temperature threshold, on
the order of 1,050ºC or thereabouts, by causing air that is
Dr. Hiroshi Harada, managing director of the High Temperature
Materials Center at the Japan National Institute for Material Science,
points to an illustration of the Boeing 787 jet engine.
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sucked in via the forepart of the
engine to pass through interior

portions or over the surfaces of the turbine

world’s first nickel-based superalloy with a heat

blades. Given, however, that the air that is being

resistance threshold of 1,100ºC. As of this writ-

sucked into the engine to cause fuel combus-

ing, the Center is working with Rolls-Royce of

tion is also being circulated to cool the turbine

England on the final stages of an effort to devel-

blades, the efficiency of the combustion process

op turbine blades capable of withstanding tem-

deteriorates as a natural consequence. Hence,

peratures of 1,150ºC by further refining the net-

increasing the heat resistance of the turbine

work in the crystals. Turbine blades made with

blades is critical to reduction of the cooling air

such generation of superalloys are expected to

and to improving the fuel efficiency of commer-

be used in the engine of the new Boeing 787

cial jets.

high-efficiency mid-sized commercial jet, which

“When heat resistant alloys first became

will enter service sometime in 2011.

commercially available, which was around
1940, the threshold for heat resistance of these

Other Applications

alloys was on the order of 700ºC,” Dr. Harada

There are great expectations as well that

says. “This heat resistance threshold was ele-

this new generation of superalloy that Dr.

vated, little by little, by combining nickel with

Harada and his group have developed may also

a wide range of other elements, such as alumi-

be used in such applications as the big gas tur-

num, chromium and titanium, as well as form-

bines that are used in thermal power plants. A

ing single crystal blades, eliminating the

comparison of the efficiency in converting the

boundaries between crystals. There are limits

energy contained in fuels to electricity, vis-à-vis

to the properties of such single crystal forma-

the heat efficiency, of different technologies,

tion, however, and these limits were effectively

gives 42% efficiency of coal-fired power and 52%

reached by the 1990s, when the heat resistance

efficiency or thereabouts for even the most cut-

threshold of these superalloys topped out at

ting-edge combined cycle thermal power gen-

about 1,050ºC. At that point, we turned our at-

eration, while big gas turbines built with this

tention to the crystal faults causing degrada-

new generation of superalloy are capable of

tion of these superalloys instead. We discov-

raising these efficiencies to between 56% and

ered that disrupting the homogeneity of the

60%. It is further estimated that replacing just

crystal layers by doping them with such rare

one of Japan’s own domestically operated coal-

metals as molybdenum, rhenium and rutheni-

fired power plants with one of these more effi-

um counterintuitively caused more crystal

cient gas turbine thermal power plants would

faults than before to make a finer network and

effectively reduce the amount of carbon dioxide

thus make them inactive, thereby succeeding

gas emitted by Japan by 0.4% as well. Such an

in significantly increasing the heat resistance

outcome would make for a real ace in the hole

threshold of the superalloys.”

when it comes to the matter of reducing green-

In 2004, the High Temperature Materials

house gas emissions, without a doubt.

Center applied this technique of refining the
network of the crystal faults to develop the

Takashi Sasaki is a freelance writer.
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MONODZUKURI

Old-Style Looms Weave
Contemporary Chic
A textile manufacturer in Imabari, Ehime
Prefecture, is producing beautiful scarves with
unique designs and textures using restored, oldstyle looms. Miho Yanagisawa visits the artisans
of Kobo Oriza.

Business name

Kobo Oriza

Representative

Masatoshi Takeda

Address
 nihara kou 55, Tamakawa-cho, Imabari-shi, Ehime
O
Prefecture, 794-0117
Main activities

T

 anufacturing and selling scarves and high-class craft
M
textiles
Number of employees

There are three basic types of weave for

Website

7

http://ito.oriza.jp/

making textiles, namely plain weave, twill weave
and satin weave. But it is also possible to ar-

Before starting his own workshop, Takeda

range these basic weaves in various combina-

worked for about forty years at a local towel fac-

tions to produce textiles with new patterns. One

tory, where he first encountered old-style

such

looms. The factory had switched over to high-

combination

is

that

developed

by

Masatoshi Takeda, founder of Kobo Oriza.

speed looms, but the owner wanted to open a

Called “tate-yoko yoroke mojiri-ori” (updown staggered leno weave), this weave gives

museum of weaving looms, and put Takeda in
charge of finding old ones.

rise to patterns that look like ripples or fish

“With low-speed looms, the slow weaving

scales. These days, almost all textile factories

process results in a full, fluffy feeling as though

use high-speed looms that are capable of mass-

the air has entered the fabric. I was attracted to

production, but tate-yoko yoroke mojiri-ori

the sense of warmth in the fabric the old looms

products are woven on low-speed looms that

produced,” says Takeda.

were the mainstream technology until about
1970. With high-speed looms, the thread is

Restoring Old-Style Looms

constantly kept under high tension, but low-

Adverse economic conditions meant that

speed looms allow

towel production in Imabari gradually lost its

the

vigor, and in 2005 Takeda lost his job when the

freedom

for

some slack in the

factory scaled back its operations.

fabric, which pro-

This was the trigger for Takeda’s resolution

duces unique tex-

to “make textiles with the kind of texture that is

tures and patterns.

not possible with the looms used in massproduction systems. In order to make textiles

Masatoshi Takeda,
president of Kobo Oriza
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with a sense of handmade warmth, he started by
searching for a low-speed loom. Of all the looms

that he looked at, the oldest

dition for Business Seeds

was a Toyoda Automatic Loom

Leading to Business Creation

Works loom that was made

run by the local Ehime Indus-

about a hundred years ago.

trial Promotion Foundation.

This loom had the nickname

The products gradually be-

“Mechanical Sakichi,” as it

came better known, winning

was developed by Toyoda

the third Monodzukuri Nip-

Sakichi, the founder of Toyota

pon Grand Award in 2009

Motor Corporation. Takeda

(the Minister’s Prize from

received a loom that had bro-

the Ministry of Economy,

ken and been abandoned, and

Trade and Industry). The

then set about painstakingly
repairing and reassembling

workshop launched the ITO

Kobo Oriza scarves are richly
colored and soft to the touch.

brand in 2010, focusing mainly on stoles. Products in the

the broken parts over and
over again until he eventually succeeded in get-

line have been well received for their originality

ting it to work the way it had long ago.

and modern coloring, as well as their high qual-

Low-speed looms are “fixed-width looms”

ity, which is a result of the kind of technology

that produce, one sheet at a time, fabric about

used. The brand received the Good Design

40 cm in width, which is the size of a roll of ki-

Award sponsored by the Japan Industrial De-

mono cloth.

sign Organization, and then received the De-

“Fixed-width looms weave at a width suit-

sign for Asia Award sponsored by the Hong

able for the product being made, so there is al-

Kong Design Center in December. The prod-

most no sewing involved. This results in prod-

ucts produced by Kobo Oriza are sought after

ucts that are beautiful and light, and which feel

by a wide-range of customers, with regulars

good to the touch.”

praising the products for their “texture and vol-

According to Takeda, low-speed looms allow

ume” and as being “stylish and easy to wear.”

a free style of weaving where texture can be

There are now seven low-speed looms oper-

added in a way that is close to what is possible

ating at Kobo Oriza, including two Toyota

with hand-looms, precisely because they oper-

looms. Each loom can produce about thirty

ate more slowly. The tate-yoko yoroke mojiri-

scarves per day.

ori weave was developed as a result of seeking

“There might be a limit to how much we can

a style of weaving that would give the people

produce, but I think that’s OK if we can make

who wear the cloth a snug, cozy feeling. The

products with high added value. I have new

slowly woven fabric keeps its shape well, and

ideas for the next products that I want to make.

has numerous layers of air that make it soft and

Monodzukuri (artisanal manufacturing) is limit-

gentle to the touch.

less, you know.”

In 2006, the year after his workshop was established, Takeda received first prize in the Au-

Miho Yanagisawa is a freelance writer.
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NEW TOURISM

Pull of the Power

AFLO

Thousands of torii gates form a
spectacular passage to the inner
shrine of Fushimi Inari-taisha shrine.

S

Since ancient times, Japan has been the site of

worshipped as a sacred site. In modern times,

such passages as pilgrimages to Ise-jingu shrine in

places referred to as “power spots,” out of the

Mie Prefecture and ascents of Mt. Fuji, which was

belief that some people have in the ability of these
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“sacred places” in Japan.

Fushimi Inari-taisha

Spots

Over the three days from January 1 to 3, Shinto
shrines and Buddhist temples across Japan will be
visited by great numbers of people who come to
pray for good fortune in the coming year, in a ritual
known as hatsumode. Fushimi Inari-taisha shrine in
Kyoto receives a particularly large number of such
hatsumode petitioners: more than 2.5 million people
from all over Japan will visit this shrine over this
three-day period every year.
It is said that the history of Fushimi Inari-taisha
begins in 711, when the god Inari, to whom the
shrine is dedicated, was first enshrined on Inari-yama
mountain. The year 2011 will mark the 1,300th anniversary of that event. The god Inari is widely worshipped by those who wish abundant crops, success
in business, and safe households. It is estimated that
there are some 30,000 shrines dedicated to Inari
across Japan, of which the Fushimi Inari-taisha is the
original and preeminent shrine.
The grounds and facilities of Fushimi Inari-taisha
encompass some 870,000 square meters, extending over the entire Western foot of Inari-yama, which
has an altitude of 233 meters above sea level. The
main, or inner, shrine, which represents the heart of
the shrine proper, was rebuilt in 1499, and has been
designated an important national cultural asset.
Of particular note at Fushimi Inari-taisha shrine is
the long series of red torii, the distinctive archways
that mark the entrances to Shinto shrines. It became
customary in the Edo period (1603–1867) for per-

locales to invigorate and revitalize people emo-

sons whose wishes came true to erect these torii,

tionally and spiritually, have been attracting inter-

such that there are some 10,000 torii at the shrine

est from young and old alike. We visit two such

as of this writing.
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Map of the Kii Peninsula
showing the Kumano Kodo
route and location of
numerous spiritual sites

Yoshino & Omine
Koya-san
Kumano Kodo
Kohechi
Kumano Kodo
Iseji

Kumano Kodo
Kiiji
Kumano Kodo
Nakahechi

Kumano Hongu Taisha
Kumano
Nachi Taisha
Kumano Kodo
Ohechi
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Kumano
Hayatama Taisha

Kumano Nachi-taisha, one of the
three sacred Kumano Sanzan shrines,
and the revered Nachi no taki falls

The Eighty-eight Holy Sites of Shikoku are
eighty-eight temples built on sites chosen by
Kukai (774–835), one of the great founders of
Japanese Buddhism, when he visited Shikoku.
Originally, Buddhist monks made a pilgrimage
to all of these temples, a practice that spread
among the laity as well during the Edo period
(1603–1867). Traversing the entire course is a
trip of more than 1,200 km. It is now possible
to make this pilgrimage by bus or car, as well
as on foot.

pilgrims have visited these sites in great numbers.
Known as Kumano Sanzan, these sites had a particular heyday in the middle centuries of the Heian period (794–1192), when pilgrims traveled the road
in such endless numbers that they were referred to
as “the Kumano Pilgrimage of the Ants.” The Kumano
Kodo was the road traveled by these pilgrims to
reach Kumano Sanzan.

Kumano Kodo

Even now, many people walk the Kumano Kodo.

The Kii Peninsula protrudes from central Honshu

Travelers have a number of courses to choose from,

into the Pacific Ocean. The Kii Highlands, compris-

including the mountain course, more than 1,000

ing the southern part of the Kii Peninsula, is a

meters above sea level (recommended for advanced

range of mountains rising between 1,000 and

mountain trekkers), the road paved with stones said

2,000 meters above sea level. Forests grow in

to have been laid down more than 700 years ago,

profusion in this region, which receives large

and the course that affords a view of the Pacific

amounts of rainfall.

Ocean as one walks along. These walks afford the

There are three holy sites in the region: Kumano,

opportunity to experience nearly a millennium of

Yoshino/Omine and Koya-san. Since ancient times,

history and culture in beautiful natural surroundings.
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Modeled after the Indian Zen monk Bodhidaruma, who founded the Zen Buddhist sect,
Daruma dolls are sold in large numbers over the New Year’s holiday period. The hollow papiermâché dolls serve as a talisman of good luck and a physical reminder of the goals their owners
have set for the year. On January 6–7, some 300,000 people attend the annual Daruma Festival
at Daruma-ji temple in Takasaki, Gunma Prefecture (pictured), to purchase the dolls.
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